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I

t is widely accepted that the high-technology sector is one of the most dynamic parts
of the U.S. economy. High-tech industries
are thought of as an important source of employment growth, profits, and innovation in
products and production processes. Accordingly, the high-tech sector has been a center
of interest, generating numerous analyses and
studies. In a 1997 Monthly Labor Review
study, for example, William Luker, Jr., and
Donald Lyons stated that “the continuing attention paid to high-tech industries in recent
years seems to be rooted in the widespread
belief that the innovations they produce can
profoundly alter an economy’s mix of firms,
industries, and jobs.”1
The high-tech manufacturing sector, under
alternative definitions, has dominated other
manufacturing industries with respect to productivity growth. Between 1987 and 1999, labor productivity—defined as output per hour
of labor input—increased 9.5 percent per year
in high-tech manufacturing industries.2 Over
the same period, labor productivity in the
manufacturing sector as a whole increased 3.2
percent per year. Chart 1 illustrates the dramatic difference between these two growth
rates.
Labor productivity relates output to the la-
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bor resources used in its production. It is an
indicator of the efficiency with which labor is
being utilized. 3 High-tech manufacturing’s
strong performance seems consistent with expectations, but the situation deserves a closer
look. Are all the industries in the high-tech sector recording rapid efficiency gains as measured
by growth in labor productivity? Would the
high-tech efficiency advantage be as large if inputs into the production process other than labor were accounted for? What is happening to
costs in the high-tech sector?
This article builds upon earlier BLS work and
identifies a set of detailed industries as representing the high-tech manufacturing sector. Productivity developments in these industries were
examined, and a set of aggregate measures were
developed that permit comparison of the hightech manufacturing sector with manufacturing
as a whole. In addition to labor productivity and
related measures such as output, labor hours,
employee compensation, and unit labor costs,
the analysis includes multifactor productivity, a
measure of economic efficiency that relates output to combined inputs of labor hours, capital
services, and intermediate purchases.
Economic growth can occur from increases
in inputs or from advances in productivity. Increases in inputs impose costs on society, such

Chart 1.

Index of output per hour in high-tech manufacturing and total manufacturing, 1987—99
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as less leisure time, reduced current consumption, and
depletion of resources. Multifactor productivity growth
measures changes in output that are not attributed to the
changes in combined inputs. While measures of labor productivity provide valuable insights into efficiency, measures of multifactor productivity are more useful in this
regard. By accounting for sources of growth from additional inputs—specifically, capital and intermediate purchases—multifactor productivity analysis more closely
measures changes in efficiency.4

Data sources and limitations
The data used for this analysis are produced by the Office
of Productivity and Technology. The analysis of high-tech
manufacturing is based on data for industries classified at
the three-digit level in the 1987 U.S. Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) system.5 This data set includes labor
productivity and related measures for three- and four-digit
SIC industries for the period from 1987 through 1999. For
the 140 three-digit SIC manufacturing industries considered here, multifactor productivity and related series are
also available for the 1987–99 period.6
Data for the manufacturing sector as a whole are from
the BLS series on productivity in major sectors of the U.S.
economy. This data set contains indexes of labor productivity and related measures for the private business, private nonfarm business, and manufacturing sectors for the
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1949–2001 period. Multifactor productivity measures are
available for the same sectors for 1949 through 2000, except for manufacturing, which extends through 1999.
Data limitations at the three-digit industry level impose
some restrictions on this analysis. Although the aggregate
manufacturing data are available from 1947, the need to
compare these measures with the industry data restricts
the analysis of labor productivity to the 1987–99 period
and two subperiods: 1990 to 1995 and 1995 to 1999. Also, it
usually is advisable to analyze productivity movements
over the course of a full business cycle in order to minimize
the effects of cyclical movements on the results. However,
the relatively short time span over which the industry data
are available does not allow us to follow this approach.7 In
addition, the three-digit level of aggregation may obscure
variation in detailed component industries. (Some of this
variation is discussed later in this article.) Finally, accurate
measurement of price and output series, and therefore productivity, is particularly difficult in industries with rapidly
changing products such as those characterized by hightech manufacturing output (notably computers, semiconductors, and pharmaceuticals).8

Defining high-tech manufacturing
What is the high-tech manufacturing sector? Although the
term “high tech” is used frequently, there is no consensus
on exactly which industries to include in a “high-tech sec-
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tor,” and the appropriate approach to use is not apparent.
For example, one early BLS analysis of high-tech employment cites a study in which industry groups were designated as “high tech based on the perceived degree of technical sophistication of the product.”9 A report from the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment identifies
high-tech firms as being those involved in introducing new
products and processes “through the systematic application of scientific and technical knowledge.”10 The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
identifies high-tech industries largely on the basis of their
level of research and development intensity (research and
development expenditure in relation to value added). 11 In
his 1999 study of high-tech employment, Daniel Hecker
notes that high-tech firms “devote a ‘high’ proportion of
expenditures to research and development and employ a
‘high’ proportion of scientific, technical, and engineering
personnel.” 12
The various approaches to classifying high-tech industries fall into two broad classes: A majority of studies classify industries by the extent to which they employ certain
types of workers or undertake certain types of expenditures (input-based criteria), while another group of studies
focuses on the nature of the industries’ products (outputbased criteria). Both approaches have certain advantages
as well as drawbacks. Input-based approaches have the
advantage of resting on easily obtainable, nonsubjective
data—for example, the proportion of an industry’s workers
in technology-oriented professions or the proportion of
industry costs devoted to research and development. In
the absence of wide agreement on the threshold proportions above which an industry should be considered high
tech, however, any such choice must be considered arbitrary. Input-based approaches also suffer from a failure to
take account of the products of the industry. Thus, hightech industries identified solely on the basis of inputs may
chiefly manufacture products not commonly thought of as
high tech.
Output-based approaches generally rely on some determination of the level of technical sophistication embodied
in an industry’s products or the extent to which these products have undergone rapid change. Although following
this approach makes it more likely that the products of the
designated industries will match popular conceptions of
high tech, the judgements about product sophistication or
rapid change on which these studies rely tend to be subjective.
Considerable research interest has been directed at “information technology” industries. Three of the manufacturing industries studied here—computer and office equipment (SIC 357), communications equipment (SIC 366), and
electronic components and accessories (SIC 367)—fall into
18
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this category. Much of the research, however, has used
more aggregated data and focused on SIC 35, industrial
and commercial machinery and equipment and computer
equipment, and SIC 36, electronic and other electrical equipment and components.13
BLS data show that productivity gains in these two industries accounted for a large share—0.5 percentage
points per year—of the 1.9-percent annual average rise in
nonfarm business output per hour from 1990 to 1999. Further, information processing equipment and software represents a portion of capital, and growth in such capital
accounted for another 0.6 percentage points per year of
the growth in labor productivity. As a result, the production of these information technology goods and the use of
information processing equipment and software accounted
for more than half of nonfarm business labor productivity
growth over this period.14
The results reported in this article show that, at the
three-digit SIC level, productivity growth in the information technology industries far surpassed that in the other
high-tech industries studied. Why not, then, specify the
high-tech manufacturing sector to include only the information technology industries? For purposes of this analysis, criteria were desired that are independent of the industry growth and productivity measures we wish to evaluate.
This, coupled with a view that high-tech manufacturing
industries may include those with advanced production
processes even though their products may not be considered high tech, led us to favor an input-based approach to
designate high-tech industries.
Previous Monthly Labor Review articles on the hightech sector have generally focused on employment in hightech industries. 15 These studies have all considered the
question of how to define the high-tech sector and have
examined alternative criteria for this purpose. In these studies and in the work of outside researchers, the use of research and development data is a common criterion for classifying high-tech industries. Indeed, the National Science
Foundation notes that “industries that rely heavily on research and development . . . are often referred to as hightechnology industries.”16
To arrive at a workable definition of high-tech manufacturing industries, we draw heavily from the Hecker analysis of high-tech employment.17 In that article, the fundamental criterion for including an industry in the high-tech
sector is the existence of a high proportion of research and
development employment and “technology-oriented workers.” Technology-oriented workers include engineers; life
and physical scientists; mathematical specialists; and engineering, scientific, and computer managers. In Hecker’s
study, the high-tech sector contains 29 three-digit-level
industries, including a subset of 10 “high-tech intensive”

industries. Of the 29 industries, 25 are classified in manufacturing and 4 are in services; of the 10 high-tech intensive industries, 2 are in services. High-tech intensive industries are those that have at least 15 research and development workers per thousand workers and 190 technology-oriented workers per thousand workers. These ratios
are at least 5 times the average for all industries. Although
the criteria are objective, the cut-off proportions are necessarily somewhat arbitrary.
In this article, we adopt Hecker’s subset of high-tech
intensive manufacturing industries. Because this study focuses on manufacturing industries only, we exclude the
two service-producing industries in Hecker’s group—computer and data processing services (SIC 737) and research,
development, and testing services (SIC 873).18 Over the
1987–99 period, employment in our group of high-tech
manufacturing industries averaged about 16 percent of total manufacturing employment.
Table 1 shows the makeup of the high-tech manufacturing sector in terms of both employment and value of production. Among these industries, the electronic components and accessories industry and the aircraft and parts
industry (SIC 372) have the highest employment levels,
each accounting for nearly 20 percent of average employment in this sector over the period. When combined with
the computer and office equipment industry, which has an
average employment share of 13.3 percent, these three industries make up more than 52 percent of high-tech manufacturing employment. Not surprisingly, the same three industries account for the largest shares of average total
production in the high-tech manufacturing sector, each
generating 13 to 16 percent of the sector total.
The research and development and technology-oriented
employment criteria used to designate high-tech industries, applied at the three-digit SIC level of detail, capture
industries with outputs that are commonly thought of as
high-tech, such as electronic computers (SIC 3571) and
semiconductors (SIC 3674). The criteria also capture industries in which the production processes are high-tech even
though the outputs themselves are not often thought of as
high tech, such as industrial inorganic and industrial organic chemicals (SICs 281 and 286). In addition, high-tech
output includes components of three-digit industries that
do not produce items normally thought of as high tech, nor
do they use high-tech processes; such industries include
laboratory apparatus and furniture (SIC 3821) or office machines, not elsewhere classified (SIC 3579).
Although the measures for high-tech industries and total
manufacturing are drawn from different data sets, they are
very similar in concept. In most cases, discrepancies arising
from the use of different data sources or computation methods are not likely to significantly alter the comparisons.19

Table 1. Composition of the high-tech manufacturing
sector, 1987—99 average
Percent of sector total
based on:
SIC

281
283
286
357
366
367
372
376
381
382

Industry

Value of
production

Industrialinorganicchemicals .......
Drugs ......................................
Industrialorganicchemicals .........
Computer and office equipment ....
Communicationsequipment .........
Electroniccomponents
and accessories .......................
Aircraft and parts .......................
Guided missiles, space vehicles,
and parts .................................
Search and navigation equipment ..
Measuring and controlling devices .

Employment

4.0
11.8
11.6
13.5
10.3

2.9
8.5
4.9
13.3
8.8

16.0
14.6

19.9
19.4

4.6
6.7
7.0

4.6
7.5
10.1

Labor productivity
Labor productivity, as measured by output per hour, is an
important indicator of economic progress. Growth in labor
productivity measures the growth in output that is not attributed to growth in the number of hours worked. Improvements
in the well being of average workers rest largely on the growth
of labor productivity. The benefits for workers from growth in
labor productivity are reflected in rising real wages and other
compensation. Over time, trends in real labor compensation
tend to parallel trends in labor productivity. There is an expectation that the recent acceleration in productivity growth in
the high-tech sector will be a source of rising compensation
and more rapid growth in standards of living. Labor productivity growth is also credited with contributing to price stability. Changes in output prices may be influenced by changes
in compensation per unit of output (unit labor costs). With
rising productivity, higher worker compensation need not
translate into higher output prices. Increases in output per
hour offset the growth in hourly compensation and tend to
moderate price growth.
On average, labor productivity in the high-tech sector grew
9.5 percent per year from 1987 to 1999. (See table 2.) This
exceeded the labor productivity growth rate for overall manufacturing by 6.3 percentage points. While output grew by 8.0
percent annually, on average, hours actually declined by 1.4
percent per year from 1987 to 1999. Output in total manufacturing, by contrast, grew by 3.3 percent per year, on average,
and hours were unchanged.
Although the high-tech sector experienced rapid growth
in output per hour throughout the 1990s, the rate of growth
accelerated in the latter half of the decade. From 1990 to 1995,
labor productivity growth averaged 9.6 percent per year. The
strong growth was due to a rapid decline in employee hours
of 3.8 percent per year combined with output growth of 5.5
percent. The decline in hours in the high-tech sector reversed
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Table 2.

.............

Labor productivity, multifactor productivity and related measures for high-tech industries and manufacturing

[1987=100]

Year

Output
per
hour

Output

Total
hours

Employment

Average
hours

Unit
labor
costs

Multifactor
productivity

Output
per
unit
of
capital

Output
per unit
of intermediate
purchases

100.0
106.3
106.2
109.3
111.4
111.4
111.7
113.4
122.4
135.9
149.7
157.2
160.4

100.0
102.6
100.0
98.7
95.8
95.8
95.4
98.1
106.6
113.7
123.4
130.2
137.3

100.0
101.3
103.2
103.0
101.4
104.5
106.8
112.3
120.2
125.0
133.1
143.9
156.6

5.2
3.9
7.3

4.0
2.3
7.0

2.7
1.6
6.5

3.8
3.1
6.8

100.0
103.1
105.5
106.4
105.4
108.6
111.1
114.1
116.6
119.3
122.3
125.2
126.1

100.0
101.7
103.7
106.2
108.4
110.8
113.3
115.8
119.6
124.1
129.3
135.2
142.2

100.0
103.9
108.7
112.0
112.8
120.6
124.6
128.7
133.0
138.7
141.9
147.4
147.3

100.0
103.1
101.7
100.0
96.0
98.5
99.6
102.5
103.4
102.9
104.7
105.2
103.7

100.0
100.9
96.9
94.7
92.2
90.4
90.4
92.2
93.0
92.0
95.4
96.5
100.1

2.0
1.8
2.0

3.0
2.4
4.4

3.3
3.5
2.6

0.3
.7
.1

0.0
–.4
1.9

Combined
inputs

Capital

100.0
104.3
105.2
106.9
107.0
106.0
105.4
106.2
111.9
121.0
131.1
137.6
139.8

100.0
104.9
109.7
114.1
117.9
121.5
125.2
129.9
138.0
149.4
161.4
173.8
183.0

5.0
4.5
8.1

2.8
.9
5.7

100.0
101.8
99.9
99.8
98.8
100.5
101.5
104.1
106.1
107.0
110.7
113.7
117.0

Intermediate
purchases

High-tech manufacturing
1987 .......
1988 .......
1989 .......
1990 .......
1991 .......
1992 .......
1993 .......
1994 .......
1995 .......
1996 .......
1997 .......
1998 .......
1999 .......

100.0
107.0
108.9
114.4
120.9
131.8
142.1
156.3
181.0
204.8
229.5
256.9
296.5

100.0
107.6
109.6
112.6
112.9
116.4
119.4
127.4
147.1
169.8
199.2
226.3
251.2

100.0
100.6
100.6
98.5
93.4
88.3
84.0
81.5
81.3
82.9
86.8
88.1
84.7

100.0
100.8
100.8
98.4
93.7
88.4
83.9
81.0
80.7
82.4
85.6
87.3
84.5

100.0
99.8
99.9
100.0
99.7
99.9
100.1
100.6
100.7
100.6
101.4
100.9
100.3

100.0
99.0
100.2
101.4
101.3
98.3
93.8
86.8
76.8
69.2
62.7
57.3
52.1

100.0
103.2
104.2
105.3
105.6
109.9
113.3
119.9
131.4
140.4
152.0
164.5
179.7

Average annual percent change
1987–99 ..
1990–95 ..
1995–99 ..
................
.............

9.5
9.6
13.1

1987 .......
1988 .......
1989 .......
1990 .......
1991 .......
1992 .......
1993 .......
1994 .......
1995 .......
1996 .......
1997 .......
1998 .......
1999 .......
.............
................

100.0
102.2
102.3
105.2
107.6
113.3
115.4
118.9
123.4
127.7
133.2
140.4
146.8

1987–99 ..
1990–95 ..
1995–99 ..

3.2
3.2
4.4

8.0
5.5
14.3

–1.4
–3.8
1.0

–1.4
–3.9
1.2

0.0
.1
–.1

–5.3
–5.4
–9.2
Manufacturing

100.0
104.9
105.4
106.2
104.1
109.1
112.7
118.6
123.7
127.6
135.4
142.3
147.5

100.0
102.7
103.1
101.0
96.8
96.3
97.7
99.8
100.2
99.9
101.6
101.4
100.5

100.0
101.8
102.2
100.7
97.2
95.5
95.6
96.8
97.9
97.6
98.6
99.3
97.8

100.0
100.9
100.9
100.3
99.5
100.9
102.2
103.1
102.4
102.3
103.1
102.1
102.8

100.0
101.9
105.0
107.0
110.1
109.4
110.3
110.2
108.3
106.0
103.6
103.6
103.2

Average annual percent change
3.3
3.1
4.5

0.0
–.1
.1

–.2
–.6
.0

0.2
.4
.1

after 1995, and hours grew at 1.0 percent per year through
1999. Despite this reversal in hours growth, labor productivity growth accelerated to 13.1 percent per year as output
growth raced ahead to 14.3 percent per year from 1995 to
1999. While output per hour in the manufacturing sector also
grew more rapidly in the second half of the 1990s, the 4.4percent rate (up from the 1990–95 rate of 3.2 percent) was still
only about one-third of the growth rate in the high-tech sector.
This rapid growth in high-tech labor productivity masks
considerable variation in the growth rates of labor productiv20
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0.3
.2
–1.2

1.3
1.2
2.5

ity for the individual industries within the group. Of the 10
industries identified as high tech, only the 3 information technology industries had labor productivity growth rates in excess of the average for the group. (See table 3.) Output per
hour in the computer and office equipment industry grew 27.5
percent per year over the 1987–99 period, while in the electronic components and accessories industry, the rate of
growth was 21.8 percent per year, and in communications
equipment, it was 10.4 percent. In addition, the rate of labor
productivity growth in three other high-tech industries exceeded
the total manufacturing rate, while the rate in four high-tech in-

Table 3.

Sector and industry average annual growth rates: labor productivity, multifactor productivity,
and related measures, 1987—99

SIC
SIC

Industry

Manufacturing ......................................
High-tech sector ..........................
......................................................
281 Industrialinorganicchemicals ................
283 Drugs ...............................................
286 Industrialorganicchemicals ..................
357 Computer and office equipment ............
366 Communications equipment .................
367 Electroniccomponentsandaccessories ..
372 Aircraft and parts ................................
376 Guided missiles, space vehicles, & parts .
381 Search and navigation equipment ..........
382 Measuring and controlling devices ..........

Output
per
hour

Output

Hours

Employment

Total
Compensation

Unit
labor
costs

MultiInterfactor Combined
Capital mediate
Inputs
productpurchases
ivity

3.2
9.5

3.3
8.0

0.0
–1.4

–0.2
–1.4

3.6
2.3

0.3
–5.3

1.3
5.0

2.0
2.8

3.0
5.2

3.3
4.0

4.6
.4
.9
27.5
10.4
21.8
2.8
3.9
2.8
3.6

2.8
3.1
–.2
25.0
9.9
22.5
.2
–3.3
–3.0
3.1

–1.7
2.7
–1.1
–1.9
–.4
.5
–2.5
–6.9
–5.7
–.5

–1.8
2.7
–1.3
–1.8
–.4
.5
–2.6
–6.8
–5.7
–.4

2.4
7.2
3.2
1.2
5.4
5.0
.6
–3.9
–1.8
3.2

–.4
4.0
3.4
–19.0
–4.1
–14.3
.4
–.7
1.2
.1

2.0
–2.7
–1.9
18.8
3.9
16.6
.8
.0
.3
.2

.7
6.0
1.7
5.2
5.8
5.1
–.6
–3.2
–3.3
2.9

–.6
6.0
3.1
6.2
5.3
9.0
2.5
–.3
–1.3
3.9

2.0
7.3
1.8
7.4
9.6
5.3
–.1
–1.8
–1.7
5.2

dustries was less than the rate for total manufacturing.
By decomposing labor productivity in the high-tech sector, we can quantify the contributions made by the individual
industries to the sector’s productivity growth. The sum of the
industry contributions approximately equals the labor productivity growth rate for the high-tech sector.20 Table 4 illustrates that, as might be expected, the computer and office
equipment and the electronic components and accessories
industries contributed the most to the sector’s productivity
growth over the 1987–99 period. Combined, these two industries accounted for nearly three-quarters of the high-tech
sector’s labor productivity growth of 9.5 percent per year.
The computer and office equipment industry contributed 3.4
percentage points, and the electronic components and accessories industry contributed 3.3 percentage points. A much
smaller but nonetheless strong contribution was made by the
communications equipment industry, which accounted for 1.0
percentage point of the sector’s average annual growth.
These three industries also are responsible for much of the
high-tech acceleration in the second half of the 1990s. From
1990 to 1995, they accounted for more than 80 percent of the
sector’s labor productivity growth. In the second half of the
1990s, the contributions made by these three industries to
labor productivity growth in the sector all increased. Together,
the three industries were responsible for nearly 90 percent of
the high-tech sector’s growth in labor productivity from 1995
to 1999.

Output
Real output in the high-tech manufacturing sector more than
doubled over the 1987–99 period, while in overall manufacturing, output increased by 48 percent. The average annual
growth rate for the period was 8.0 percent in the high-tech
sector, compared with 3.3 percent in manufacturing as a whole.

Output growth in total manufacturing and in the high-tech
sector accelerated during the second half of the 1990s, compared with the first half. In manufacturing, the average annual
growth rate of 4.5 percent from 1995 to 1999 was much faster
than the rate of 3.1 percent experienced in the earlier part of
the decade. In the high-tech sector, the acceleration was even
greater, with the rate of output growth increasing from 5.5
percent per year in the early 1990s to 14.3 percent in the latter
half of the decade.
Industry output growth varied greatly within the hightech sector. The three information technology industries
grew at rates substantially faster than the rate for overall
manufacturing. In contrast, the remaining seven high-tech
industries grew slower than overall manufacturing, with
three of the seven actually declining over the 1987–99 period. Output in computers and office equipment grew the
fastest, averaging 25.0 percent per year and contributing
3.1 percentage points to high-tech output growth. Electronic components and accessories grew somewhat more
slowly (22.5 percent), but its contribution to overall growth
in the sector was greater (3.5 percentage points). Finally,
in the communications equipment industry, growth in output was much slower than in the other two information
technology industries, but quite strong nonetheless—9.9
percent per year, which accounted for 1.0 percentage point
of the growth in high-tech output.
Generally, when combining industry data to form an aggregate (sectoral) output measure, industry outputs that are
used as inputs by establishments within the same industry—
intrasectoral transactions—are subtracted from the
aggregate’s overall output (and intermediate inputs) in order
to avoid double counting.21 Intrasectoral transactions have
been removed from the aggregate manufacturing sector data
used here and from the data for each of the three-digit industries we classify as high tech, but they have not been re-
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Table 4.

Sector growth rates and industry contributions to high-tech sector: labor productivity, multifactor productivity,
and related measures, 1987—99

Table
4.
SIC

281
283
286
357
366
367
372
376
381
382

Industry

Manufacturing ............................................
High-techsector ....................................
.................................................................
Industrial inorganic chemicals ...........................
Drugs ..........................................................
Industrial organic chemicals .............................
Computer and office equipment ........................
Communicationsequipment .............................
Electronic components and accessories .............
Aircraft and parts ...........................................
Guided missiles, space vehicles, & parts .............
Search and navigation equipment ......................
Measuring and controlling devices .....................

Output

Hours

Multifactor
productivity

3.2
9.5

3.3
8.0

0.0
–1.4

1.3
5.0

2.0
2.8

.2
.1
.0
3.4
1.0
3.3
.5
.1
.2
.3

.1
.3
.0
3.1
1.0
3.5
.0
–.2
–.2
.2

–.1
.2
–.1
–.3
.0
.2
–.5
–.3
–.5
.0

.1
–.3
–.2
2.4
.4
2.6
.1
–.1
.0
.0

.0
.7
.2
.7
.6
.8
–.1
–.1
–.2
.2

moved from the high-tech sector aggregate. This means that
the output growth rates cited here and the intermediate purchases input growth rates cited later in the article are slightly
different than adjusted measures would show. Also, not removing the double-counted output tends to artificially reduce the multifactor productivity growth rates for the hightech sector aggregate because the double-counted transactions are in both the numerator and the denominator of the
productivity formula.22

Labor input
Changes in labor input, as measured by total employee
hours, reflect movements in employment and average hours
per employee.23 Because average hours in high-tech manufacturing were unchanged over the 1987–99 period, shifts
in labor hours in this sector were largely the result of
changes in employment levels. Employment in high-tech
manufacturing declined 15.5 percent over the period, while
hours dropped 15.3 percent. 24 Thus, by 1999, the hightech manufacturing workforce had shrunk by more than
500,000 workers since 1987, and labor input had fallen by
more than one billion hours.
The rates of decline in high-tech manufacturing labor
input varied throughout the period, with employment and
labor hours dropping sharply toward the middle portion of
the period, before reversing direction and regaining some
lost ground in the latter part of the period. These fluctuations are reflected in the data for the 1990–95 and 1995–99
subperiods. In the manufacturing sector as a whole, a slight
decline in employment combined with a small increase in
average hours resulted in essentially no change in the level
of total labor hours from 1987 to 1999.25
Employment and total labor hours declined in most of
the industries in the high-tech manufacturing sector over
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the 1987–99 period. The largest declines (50 to 58 percent)
occurred in the search and navigation equipment (SIC 381)
and guided missiles, space vehicles, and parts (SIC 376)
industries. More modest declines (20 to 27 percent) occurred in two of the largest industries in the high-tech sector—aircraft and parts and computer and office equipment.
The smallest high-tech industry, industrial inorganic
chemicals, recorded employment and hours declines of 19
percent.
Employment and labor hours increased in only two hightech manufacturing industries over the 1987–99 period. In
the larger of the two, electronic components and accessories, employment increased by 5.6 percent and labor hours
increased by 6.8 percent. In the much smaller drug industry (SIC 283), both employment and hours increased by
about 37 percent over the period.

Unit labor costs
Total compensation costs in the high-tech industries rose
more slowly over the period than in manufacturing as a
whole. However, when labor costs are compared on a perunit-of-output basis (unit labor costs), the high-tech manufacturing sector emerges with an even stronger advantage.
While unit labor costs in the manufacturing sector as a
whole increased slightly from 1987 to 1999 (0.3 percent per
year), they declined in the high-tech industries at an average annual rate of 5.3 percent.
Unit labor costs are calculated either by dividing an index of labor compensation by an index of real output, or by
dividing an index of compensation per hour by an index of
output per hour (labor productivity). Changes in unit labor
costs show how much labor productivity growth offsets
increases in employee compensation per hour. Thus, the
strong labor productivity gains found in high-tech manu-

facturing outweigh hourly compensation increases in that
sector, and result in a substantial decline in unit labor costs
over the period.
Unit labor cost performance varied substantially over
the period among the high-tech industries. Not surprisingly, the industries with the largest increases in labor productivity, such as computers and office equipment and electronic components and accessories, tended to have the
largest unit labor cost declines. Unit labor costs dropped
by 19.0 percent per year in computers and office equipment
and 14.3 percent per year in electronic components and
accessories over the 1987–99 period. Communications
equipment recorded a much more modest unit labor cost
decline of 4.1 percent per year. The remaining high-tech
manufacturing industries had changes in unit labor costs
ranging from slight declines to moderate increases. The
largest increases occurred in drugs, where unit labor costs
increased 4.0 percent per year, and industrial organic chemicals, which saw an average annual increase of 3.4 percent.

Multifactor productivity
The amount and complexity of the data calculations required for multifactor productivity measures are much
greater than those for labor productivity. The growth rate
of multifactor productivity can be expressed as the growth
rate of output less the growth rate of combined inputs. The
combined inputs measure is a weighted average of labor
hours, capital services, and intermediate purchases, with
weights being the input’s share in the cost of output. In
this section, we calculate multifactor productivity for the
high-tech sector within manufacturing.
As noted earlier, intrasectoral transactions have not
been removed from the high-tech manufacturing sector aggregate. In order to quantify the possible bias arising from
our inclusion of the intrasectoral transactions, we independently estimated multifactor productivity growth for
the high-tech sector by aggregating industry level productivity data.26 The results indicate that the high-tech sector’s
adjusted multifactor productivity growth rate may be somewhat higher than the rate reported in this article.27
During the 1987–99 period, multifactor productivity in
overall manufacturing grew 1.3 percent per year, on average. (See table 2.) Over the same period, the multifactor
productivity growth rate in high-tech manufacturing was
5.0 percent per year. Although combined inputs grew somewhat faster in the high-tech industries than in manufacturing as a whole, output grew more than twice as rapidly in
the high-tech sector than it did in overall manufacturing.
Multifactor productivity growth accounted for more
than 60 percent of the 8.0 percent per year growth in hightech output. (See table 3.) Combined inputs grew 2.8 percent per year and accounted for somewhat less than 40

percent of output growth. In contrast, input growth was
responsible for the majority of output growth in manufacturing as a whole. Combined inputs growth contributed 60
percent of the 3.3-percent annual growth rate in manufacturing output, while 40 percent of output growth resulted
from increases in multifactor productivity.
The more rapid input growth in the high-tech sector relative to manufacturing was due to faster growth in capital
services and intermediate purchases. Capital services in
high-tech industries grew 5.2 percent per year, compared
with 3.0 percent in total manufacturing. Intermediate purchases rose 4.0 percent per year in high-tech manufacturing, compared with 3.3 percent in manufacturing as a whole.
Hours fell in the high-tech sector—slightly offsetting the
effect of more rapid increases in capital and intermediate
purchases on combined inputs—while hours in the total
manufacturing sector were unchanged. In both sectors, intermediate purchases’ share in the cost of output (the value
of intermediate purchases as a percentage of the total value
of output) remained about constant, while labor’s cost
share fell and capital’s cost share increased. The decline in
labor’s share and the increase in capital’s share of costs,
however, were more pronounced in the high-tech sector
than in manufacturing as a whole.
The pattern of multifactor productivity growth in the hightech manufacturing sector during the 1990s parallels that of
high-tech labor productivity—a strong increase in multifactor productivity during the first half of the decade was followed by an acceleration, led by extremely rapid output
growth, in the second half. From 1990 to 1995, strong capital
growth and moderate intermediate purchases growth in the
high-tech manufacturing sector were partially offset by a substantial decline in labor hours of 3.8 percent per year. The
resulting slow growth in combined inputs, coupled with output growth of 5.5 percent per year, yielded an average hightech multifactor productivity growth rate of 4.5 percent per
year over the subperiod.
In the second half of the decade, rapid increases in capital and intermediate purchases in the high-tech sector and
a modest increase in labor hours led to a dramatic increase
in the average annual growth rate of combined inputs, from
0.9 percent to 5.7 percent. Despite the rapid acceleration in
combined inputs, much faster growth in high-tech manufacturing output led to an increase in the high-tech multifactor productivity growth rate to 8.1 percent per year over
the 1995–99 period.
The overall manufacturing sector also experienced a
substantial acceleration in multifactor productivity growth
during the second half of the 1990s. Following an average
increase of 1.2 percent per year from 1990 to 1995, multifactor productivity growth in manufacturing more than
doubled in the latter portion of the decade—to 2.5 percent.
The 1995–99 rate in manufacturing, however, was less than
a third of the 8.1-percent rate in the high-tech sector over
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the same subperiod.
The magnitude of the acceleration in high-tech manufacturing output and multifactor productivity growth that
began in the mid-1990s works to obscure a more subtle
difference between the early and late halves of the decade—a marked contrast in the sources of high-tech output growth in each period. From 1990 to 1995, for example,
with combined input growth depressed by declines in labor hours, more than 80 percent of output growth resulted
from increases in multifactor productivity, and less than 20
percent was due to increases in inputs. Over the 1995–99
period, by contrast, the share of high-tech manufacturing
output growth attributable to multifactor productivity
growth dropped to less than 60 percent, with combined
inputs accounting for more than 40 percent of output
growth over the period. These proportions for the hightech sector in the second half of the 1990s are very similar
to those found in the manufacturing sector as a whole for
the subperiod.
As with labor productivity growth, multifactor productivity growth in the high-tech industries varied greatly
within the sector. In computer and office equipment and
electronic components and accessories, multifactor productivity growth rates far exceeded the overall high-tech
sector rate. Six industries had rates of multifactor productivity growth that were less than the rate for total manufacturing. Two of the six industries experienced declines in
multifactor productivity over the period, and in one industry it was unchanged.
Although most high-tech industries made some positive contribution to the high-tech sector labor productivity growth rate (the contribution of the industrial organic
chemicals industry was so small it was negligible), this was
not true for multifactor productivity. Table 4 shows that
only the three information technology industries made significant positive contributions to high-tech multifactor productivity growth. Two industries had small positive effects
on the sector’s multifactor productivity growth, two had
no effect, and three industries lowered the sector’s overall
growth rate. The electronic components and accessories
industry had a multifactor productivity growth rate of 16.6
percent per year and contributed 2.6 percentage points to
high-tech sector multifactor productivity growth from 1987
to 1999. The computer and office equipment industry had
growth of 18.8 percent per year and contributed 2.4 percentage points to the sector multifactor productivity
growth rate. Communications equipment contributed an
additional 0.4 percentage points to the high-tech sector
multifactor productivity growth rate.
It is interesting to note that while the high-tech multifactor productivity growth rate for the 1987–99 period was
nearly 4 times the comparable rate for total manufacturing,
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it was more than 12 times the rate for the non-high-tech
manufacturing industries. Chart 2 illustrates this point,
showing multifactor productivity growth rates of 0.4 percent per year for non-high-tech manufacturing, 1.3 percent
per year for total manufacturing, and 5.0 percent per year
for high-tech manufacturing. 28

Capital services
Capital is defined as the flow of services derived from the
assets used in the production of an industry’s or a sector’s
output. Capital increased at an average annual rate of 5.2
percent per year in the high-tech manufacturing sector from
1987 to 1999. In the manufacturing sector as a whole, capital increased at a rate of 3.0 percent per year over the period. The higher growth rate of capital input in high-tech
manufacturing is consistent with the strong output growth
found in that sector. Each of the four broad categories of
capital assets—equipment, structures, inventories, and
land—advanced more rapidly in the high-tech sector than
in aggregate manufacturing over the study period. 29
Capital services account for a larger share of total costs
in the high-tech manufacturing sector than in manufacturing as a whole. Over the 1987–99 period, costs of capital
services averaged 24 percent of total costs in high-tech
manufacturing, compared with 19 percent in aggregate
manufacturing. Capital services have become increasingly
important in both high-tech and total manufacturing. In
the high-tech sector, capital services rose from 21 percent
of total costs in 1987 to 29 percent in 1999; in the aggregate
manufacturing sector, the capital cost share rose from 17
percent to 21 percent over the period.
Capital growth in both the high-tech manufacturing and
all-manufacturing sectors accelerated through the 1990s.
From 1990 to 1995, capital in high-tech manufacturing increased at an average rate of 3.9 percent per year, while in
the second half of the decade, it increased at a rate of 7.3
percent per year. Similarly, the rate of capital growth in
overall manufacturing nearly doubled from the earlier to
the later subperiod, increasing from an average annual rate
of 2.4 percent during the first half of the decade to 4.4
percent per year during the second half.
Growth in capital services varied greatly among the hightech industries. Five high-tech industries had increases in
capital services that exceeded the increase in overall manufacturing, and one recorded an increase that about matched
the all-manufacturing rate. The information technology industries, where output grew most rapidly, also had some of
the largest increases in capital over the period. Electronic components and accessories recorded growth in capital of 9.0
percent per year, the highest rate of increase among all the
manufacturing industries for which data were available.

Chart 2.

Index of multifactor productivity in high-tech manufacturing, non-high-tech
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The remaining two information technology industries,
communications equipment and computer and office equipment, had capital growth rates of 5.3 and 6.2 percent per
year, respectively. Capital also increased at a rapid rate in
the drug industry (6.0 percent), despite only moderate output growth that about equaled the average for total manufacturing. Although they essentially had flat output growth
over the period, industrial organic chemicals and aircraft
and parts had increases in capital near the all-manufacturing average. Capital declined in industrial inorganic chemicals; guided missiles, space vehicles and parts; and search
and navigation equipment. The latter two industries also
had substantial declines in output over the period.
Average annual output growth in the high-tech manufacturing sector exceeded the rate of capital growth over
the period (8.0 percent versus 5.2 percent). As a result,
capital productivity—output per unit of capital—rose 2.7
percent per year over the period. In the aggregate manufacturing sector, output growth of 3.3 percent per year and
capital growth of 3.0 percent produced an increase in capital productivity of just 0.3 percent per year.
The better performance of capital productivity in hightech manufacturing developed entirely in the second half
of the 1990s. Capital productivity in both the high-tech
and aggregate manufacturing sectors dipped toward the
middle of the period and then rose again. From 1987 to

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

1994, average capital productivity growth in aggregate
manufacturing exceeded that in the high-tech manufacturing sector. From 1994 to 1999, however, capital productivity in the high-tech sector increased rapidly, while in the
aggregate manufacturing sector it stagnated.

Intermediate purchases
Intermediate purchases include the materials, purchased
services, fuels, and electricity used in the production process. To support production in the high-tech manufacturing sector, intermediate purchases inputs increased at an
average rate of 4.0 percent per year from 1987 to 1999. In
manufacturing as a whole, intermediate purchases inputs
rose an average of 3.3 percent per year.
Although the growth of intermediate purchases over
the entire study period (1987–99) was similar in both hightech and total manufacturing, the two sectors exhibited
very different patterns in this measure during the 1990s.
Intermediate purchases in high-tech manufacturing increased only 2.3 percent per year during the first half of the
1990s, but the rate more than tripled during the second half
(7.0 percent). Intermediate purchases growth in overall
manufacturing, by contrast, dropped from a rate of 3.5 percent per year in the first part of the decade to 2.6 percent
per year during the second part.
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Chart 3.

Output per hour (labor productivity) equals multifactor productivity plus the effects
of capital and intermediate purchases, 1987—99
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Within the high-tech sector, there is a great deal of variation with respect to intermediate purchases among the component industries. In the five high-tech industries in which
the rate of output growth matched or exceeded that of overall manufacturing—the three information technology industries, drugs, and measuring and controlling devices (SIC
382)—intermediate purchases grew rapidly over the 1987–
99 period, at rates ranging from about 5 percent to nearly
10 percent per year. The remaining high-tech industries
had increases in intermediate purchases below the manufacturing sector average, and intermediate purchases declined in the two industries with significant output declines
over the period: guided missiles, space vehicles and parts;
and search and navigation equipment.
Because high-tech manufacturing output increased more
rapidly than inputs of intermediate purchases in that sector, intermediate purchases productivity rose 3.8 percent
per year from 1987 to 1999. However, within the high-tech
sector, only computer and office equipment and electronic
components and accessories had substantial increases in
intermediate purchases productivity, averaging 16.5 percent and 16.3 percent per year, respectively. Among the
remaining high-tech manufacturing industries, three had
small increases (less than 1 percent per year) in intermediate purchases productivity over the period, while five had
small declines (1 to 2 percent per year).
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Relating multifactor and labor productivity
Multifactor productivity analysis provides additional insights
into the sources of growth in labor productivity. Changes in
the quantity of capital services per hour and changes in intermediate purchases per hour are important sources of growth
in labor productivity. The influence of capital per hour on
labor productivity is known as the capital effect. Similarly,
the effect of changes in the ratio of intermediate purchases to
labor hours on labor productivity is known as the intermediate purchases effect. The capital effect is measured as the
change in the ratio of capital to labor hours multiplied by
capital’s share in the value of output, and the intermediate
purchases effect is equal to the change in the ratio of intermediate purchases to labor hours multiplied by the intermediate
purchases share in the value of output. The sum of the capital
effect, the intermediate purchases effect, and multifactor productivity growth approximately equals the growth in labor
productivity.30
As can be seen in chart 3, among the three components of
labor productivity change, the largest contributor in the hightech sector was multifactor productivity, which accounted
for more than half (5.0 percentage points) of the 9.5-percent
average annual growth rate in labor productivity. The second
most important contributor was the intermediate purchases
effect, which accounted for nearly a third (2.7 percentage

Table 5.
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points) of the growth in labor productivity over the period.
In contrast, the intermediate purchases effect and multifactor productivity growth each contributed about equally to
the growth of labor productivity in the manufacturing sector
as a whole. The intermediate purchases effect and multifactor
productivity each contributed 1.3 percentage points (2.6 points
combined) to the labor productivity growth rate of 3.2 percent
per year in manufacturing.
In both manufacturing and high-tech manufacturing, the
capital effect made the smallest contribution to labor productivity growth, in each case accounting for just 15 to 20 percent of the labor productivity increase. In manufacturing, the
capital effect contributed 0.6 percentage points of the average labor productivity growth of 3.2 percent per year. In the
high-tech sector, the capital effect contributed 1.6 percentage
points to the average labor productivity growth of 9.5 percent
per year. In the high-tech sector, growth in the capital-labor
ratio exceeded growth in the ratio of intermediate purchases
to labor. However, the intermediate purchases’ share in output was twice that of capital and therefore resulted in a much
larger intermediate purchases effect.

High-tech industry characteristics
The high-tech manufacturing sector analyzed in this article is made up of industries with a high proportion of
workers engaged in research and development activities
and in technology-oriented occupations. It has been demonstrated that the high-tech manufacturing sector contrasts sharply with overall manufacturing in virtually all
measures. Yet, the high-tech sector analyzed here is made

Intermediate
purchases
per hour

Capital
per
hour

divided into quintiles, each containing about 28 industries. The first quntile
represents the most rapid growth, and the fifth quintile the slowest growth.
Thenumberofhigh-techindustriesineachquntileisshown in the columns.

up of industries that are far from uniform and vary widely
in their characteristics and performance. In fact, the performance of some of the high-tech manufacturing industries
appears to be closer to the non-high-tech industries than it
is to other high-tech industries.
This raises the question of whether or not the high-tech
industries have any commonalities beyond the research
and development and technology-oriented employment criteria used to classify them as such. Prompted by this question, we ranked all of the manufacturing industries according to their performance on each of the key measures analyzed in this article and divided the ranked industries into
quintiles. The results of this analysis are shown in table 5,
and they illustrate that high-tech manufacturing industries
do indeed share several key characteristics and tendencies.
The most striking commonality is the tendency of hightech industries to have more rapid rates of growth in the
ratios of intermediate purchases to labor and capital to labor than do the non-high-tech industries. Conversely,
hours in the high-tech industries tended to decline more
rapidly than (or not to grow as quickly as) hours in the
non-high-tech industries. Another feature of high-tech industries is their tendency to outperform non-high-tech
manufacturing industries in output per hour and unit labor
costs. Output per hour is more likely to grow more rapidly,
and unit labor costs are more likely to grow more slowly (or
decline more rapidly) in high-tech industries than in other
manufacturing industries.
Still, the mediocre (or sometimes poor) productivity performance of some high-tech manufacturing industries is
puzzling. It is not clear why some manufacturing industries
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Chart 4.

Components of labor productivity (output per hour) growth in total manufacturing
and in high-tech manufacturing industries over the 1987—99 period
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that employ such high proportions of research and development workers and highly skilled, technology-oriented
workers should be experiencing such unremarkable productivity performance over an extended period. One possible explanation involves the difficulty of accurately measuring price and output movements in rapidly-changing
industries, a problem we mentioned earlier.
BLS and others have devoted particular attention to the
measurement of prices for information technology. It is possible that changes in price and/or quality are not captured
as well for some high-tech industries as others. Medical
care prices generally and pharmaceutical prices in particular have generated a lot of concern, both at BLS and among
outside researchers. Research has addressed instances
where there may have been biases in producer price indexes (PPIs) for particular drugs or classes of drugs.31 During the 1990s, BLS made some changes in the way these
prices are handled in the indexes, but these changes were
not incorporated into the data for earlier years.32 Such biases in the PPIs would affect the productivity measures
reported here because in many cases PPIs are used to deflate output measures when calculating industry productivity growth.33
Another possible explanation is that, in some cases, the
skills of research and development and technology-oriented
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employees may be directed toward the marketing of products or development of superficially differentiated existing
products rather than on the development of new products
or production processes. A third possible explanation for
the poor performance of some high-tech industries is that
the returns from the high-tech workers they employ and
the research and development they undertake are not yet
evident, but will appear in the future.
It also should be noted that two of these high-tech industries experienced substantial output declines over the
period (guided missiles, space vehicles, and parts; and
search and navigation equipment); one experienced a very
small decline (industrial organic chemicals); and one experienced a very small increase (aircraft and parts). It can be
difficult for industries to maintain productivity growth in
the face of flat or declining output. BLS data show that
industries with long-term declines in output are more likely
to record productivity declines than are industries in which
output is growing. Despite this disadvantage, all four of
these high-tech manufacturing industries recorded labor
productivity increases, although their performance with
respect to multifactor productivity was much less positive—only one had even a modest increase in multifactor
productivity over the period, and one had a substantial
decline. It also is worth mentioning that in three of these

industries—aircraft and parts; guided missiles, space vehicles, and parts; and search and navigation equipment—a
major underlying cause of the output decline was unrelated
to industry performance. Following the end of the Cold War
in the late 1980s, real defense spending fell sharply. Because these three industries are significantly tied to defense-related purchases, the retrenchment in spending contributed to substantial contractions in their output over the
period of this study.34
Among the 10 high-tech manufacturing industries analyzed in this study, the dramatic differences in performance
between the 3 information technology industries and the
remaining 7 industries are illustrated by chart 4, which
shows the components of labor productivity growth for the
manufacturing sector and the 10 high-tech manufacturing
industries. The chart depicts the three information technology industries, followed by the four industries with negative or weak output growth, and finally, the remaining three
industries. For each industry, labor productivity growth is
equal to the sum of multifactor productivity growth, the
capital effect, and the intermediate purchases effect. When
all three components of labor productivity growth are positive, the level of the labor productivity growth rate is shown
by the total of the bar. For the two industries with negative
multifactor productivity growth rates, the labor productivity
growth rate falls below the top of the bar because the negative
multifactor productivity component offsets the combined intermediate purchases and capital effects.
The chart shows that the information technology industries had extremely rapid labor productivity and multifactor
productivity growth, well above the average for manufacturing. The seven remaining industries, however, present a
much more mixed picture with respect to productivity performance. While all had positive labor productivity growth,
only three exceeded the productivity growth rate for the
overall manufacturing sector. In addition, only one had multifactor productivity growth above the all-manufacturing
average, and two actually had substantial multifactor productivity declines.
Among the seven non-information-technology industries in the high-tech sector, the four with weak or negative
output growth achieved positive labor productivity growth
by virtue of reductions in labor input. The other three industries—industrial inorganic chemicals, drugs, and measuring and controlling devices—all had healthy output

growth (about 3 percent per year). Two of these, industrial
inorganic chemicals and measuring and controlling devices, combined output increases with reductions in labor
input, and their resulting labor productivity growth rates
exceeded the average rate for the manufacturing sector. In
contrast, the drug industry was the only high-tech industry to have a substantial increase in labor input, and it also
had among the most rapid growth in capital and intermediate purchases. Consequently, drugs recorded the most
rapid increase in combined inputs in the high-tech manufacturing sector. Because this rapid increase in inputs occurred in combination with output growth about equal to
the manufacturing-sector average, however, labor productivity growth in this industry was below the average for
the manufacturing sector as a whole, and multifactor productivity declined over the period. Perhaps this poor productivity performance can be tied to the output price measurement problem discussed previously.
IN SUM,

labor and multifactor productivity growth in the
high-tech manufacturing sector were dominated by trends
in three information technology industries: computer and
office equipment; electronic components and accessories;
and communications equipment. Three of the remaining
seven high-tech manufacturing industries performed somewhat better than total manufacturing with respect to growth
in labor productivity and unit labor costs. At the same
time, there was a markedly different use of resources in
high-tech manufacturing industries than in total manufacturing. Capital services and intermediate purchases in the
high-tech sector grew more rapidly relative to labor input
than was the case in total manufacturing. Despite strong
output growth in high-tech manufacturing, employment in
the high-tech sector declined over the period, while employment in the manufacturing sector as a whole remained
essentially flat.
It should be emphasized that the results presented in
this study are sensitive to the period analyzed. Because
data for the measures analyzed are not yet available for a
full business cycle, the results reported may reflect some
cyclical influences. On the other hand, 1987 and 1999 both
were years well into the business expansions of the 1980s
and 1990s, respectively, so cyclical influences are likely to
be small. Future analyses along these lines will benefit
from updated measures as they become available.
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